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KEEPING AMERICAN FIRMS COMPETITIVE

The economic challenges now facing American management and the 

Government of the United States center in the meaning of the terms "keeping 

competitive" and "increasing productivity«" Both of them have become sur

rounded by misconceptions that call loudly for clarification if the funda

mental difficulties with our balance of payments are to be straightened out 

and the integrity of the dollar protected*

Whether ve like it or not, our international commitments oblige us 

to make substantial military expenditures plus assistance and development 

investments abroad* These commitments and obligations require a trade sur

plus large enough to meet their cost* In recent years this goal has not 

been achieved* Currently the resulting deficit in our total balance of pay

ments has been around an annual rate of $2 billion* Reducing this deficit 

calls for an increase in U* S* exports,— a problem primarily for management 

and for labor supported by appropriate fiscal and monetary policy makers*

The problem of "keeping competitive" is not simply that of avoid

ing price inflation within our own domestic market; it means export prices 

and products of such quality as will meet competition in foreign markets*

Nor does "increasing productivity" mean, when used in relation to wage ne

gotiations, that the productivity gains of a highly mechanized mass produc

tion industry like steel or autos can be absorbed completely by wage advances 

for the employees of those particular industries without inducing cost in

creases elsewhere in the economy that reduce export sales and inhibit restora

tion of the long-lost equillibrium in our balance of payments* These mis

conceptions about pricing and wage setting are close to the root of our
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inability to export enough more than we import to pay for the investing, 

lending and spending that are associated with free-world leadership* They 

also have a bearing, though less obvious, upon the rate of sustainable 

growth that may be achieved in the domestic economy« It is to the meaning 

and implications of these two terms, "keeping competitive" and increasing 

productivity" that I shall address my remarks*

Keeping American Firms Competitive

At stake now is the continued ability of the United States to 

achieve those twin goals of high wages and high employment* There was a 

period not many years ago when British, European and Japanese firms sent 

delegations here to visit our plants in order to discover the secret« Mass 

production, supported by a magnificent mass market at home, permitted us to 

mechanize and to apply management techniques that gave American families a 

material life better than the world had ever seen* And the marvel of it was 

that for many years we were able to pay wages higher than the rest of the 

world and still command a large share of the world's trade*

The United States emerged from Vorld War II with an enormously 

expanded plant capacity, with a store of technological improvements that 

stemmed from war research, and with a population that, despite its tragic 

losses of dead and disabled, was basically unharmed« Britain, Holland, and 

Norway, and to some extent France and Belgium, had suffered markedly in loss 

of plant as well as of trained manpower* Germany, Austria, and Italy had 

fared even worse* These devastated countries had to rebuild their plants 

as well as their homes. In the post-war years, the desire for our goods in 

such areas was apparently insatiable* The buying power to acquire these 

goods was augmented under the Marshall Plan with such generosity as to en

able these countries to get on their feet and become good customers« By
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now they have become strong competitors with plants as good or better than 

our own*

Meanwhile, a long period of operating without foreign competition 

in the post-war sunshine of abundant demand for materials and equipment had 

a softening effect upon our industries0 For some years they received orders 

without aggressive marketing and increases in unit costs could be passed 

on to the consumer so long as post-war inflation abroad made price increases 

possible* Besides, to American suppliers the preservation of markups was 

appealingo And so our firms got themselves caught in a wage-price spiral 

that has had unhappy consequences» The heritage from the war of highly 

mechanized production techniques and of the fruits of research was a tech

nological breakthrough that gave to the United States a great competitive 

advantage in world markets as long as the industries in other countries 

were engaged in replenishing their domestic needs. Once they had caught 

up with basic needs at home, however, the newly equipped foreign plants, 

employing labor at a fraction of the comparable rates of this country, 

entered world markets with many products that were as good as our own and 

cheaper, too*

Nor should we ignore the continuance of restraints on imports of 

American goods that were adopted abroad during exchange difficulties* These 

barriers discourage the sale of industrial products and especially our agri

cultural ones.

Although we have exported and financed an unprecedented $20 bil

lion worth of goods during the past twelve months, we must not forget that 

some of our best customers have been enjoying a boom* Consequently, they 

have needed our materials and equipment and have been in a position to buy 

finished consumer goods as well* In demonstration that the size of our
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present trade balance is the product of boom conditions abroad* we need look 

back only as far as 1959 to find a month in which we actually imported more 

than we exported«

Despite the fact that an annual import total of around $15 billion 

in relation to a national income of about $420 billion is small, our ability 

to compete in our own domestic markets is vulnerable to improved and cheaper 

products from abroad« Foreign-made glass now comes by ship right into 

Toledo— which had won the name of "The Glass City” of America by producing 

much of the glass used in our American autos« Much of the barbed wire, re

inforcing bars and wire nails we use are now of foreign origin, not to speak 

of a substantial amount of semi-finished steel« We import Japanese transis

tor radios and electric parts that are cheaper than ours, and Japanese ball 

bearings and cameras of as fine quality as can be found anywhere« We export 

enough to pay for these imports; like other industrialized countries our 

exports and imports have both been increasing during recent years« The 

essence of our balance of payments difficulties is that our trade surplus 

fails to finance the obligations we have undertaken as leader of the free 

world together with the current outflow of private capital«

The competitive edge given us by the post-war breakthrough in 

mechanization and automation has now been lost in many lines of product« 

Sophisticated foreigners know that if we inflate more— and they less— they 

can take foreign markets away from us and make greater inroads into our home 

market as well« It does not suffice for us merely to keep our costs steady 

when German, French and Japanese costs are decreasing« If their costs should 

now rise and ours hold steady, then time should work for us« But the mere 

passage of time will not work in our favor unless we make those hard decisions 

necessary to keep prices competitive in world markets« Compared with 1953*
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Japanese and French export prices, expressed in dollar terms, have fallen 

by 6 per cent, whereas those of the United States have risen by around 10 

per cento The fact that the United Kingdom1̂  export prices have also risen 

10 per cent since 1953 siay be more indicative that its problems continue 

than that ours have been solved* Since that year, the export prices of our 

manufactured items have risen by perhaps a fifth, while the prices paid for 

the raw materials we have imported have shown little change*

In responding to a 1958 inquiry of the Senate Finance Committee, 

entitled "Investigation of the Financial Condition of the United States," 

President Carl Allen of the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank made the following 

comment:

"■=> =* - the action of labor and management in building cost rigidities 

into our cost structures has not been surprising under the conditions 

which have obtained in the postwar years <, Labor, noting substantial 

corporate profits and dividend disbursements, and led by energetic 

leaders striving to outdo each other, sought more for its services* 

Meanwhile management, naturally aggressive and competitive, sought 

to grow in size and in profits* With its eye constantly on the per

centage of profit markup it has not been duly concerned over the 

rapid increase in labor and transportation costs because a percent

age of those costs has been added to its profit margin* And so it 

has gone in some cases until both labor and management have over» 

reached themselves and priced their product into a limited and 

shrinking market* They have themselves to blame for their excesses, 

but they adhere to the traits of human nature and seek out a culprit 

on the one hand and a savior on the other* Labor turns to industry 

as the culprit and to the Government as their savior* Industry 

points to labor as the culprit and to the Government as their savior*
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"The culprits are different* but unfortunately, the hoped*»for 

saviors are the same— the Government .M

The real test as to whether we are pricing our workers out of 

jobs is whether our products and services will sell in the markets of the 

world, including our own. If their design or quality or terms or prices 

are unattractive * American firms lose the chance to sell their wares, and 

in doing so to provide additional jobs for American workers. It is export 

and import prices that county not alone those offered in the domestic 

market by domestic producers; it is world markets that present the test 

of American competitiveness.

Some Popular Misconceptions About Increasing Productivity

It is often asserted that a wage settlement is not inflationary 

if the increase in the hourly rates of a given industry is no greater than 

the gain in productivity of that particular industry. If the full gain 

in the productivity of an industry that enjoys the benefits of mass pro

duction is absorbed by increases in wage rates, its prices will usually 

not be reduced except as competition forces managements to shave their 

profit margins. Thus the frequent outcome is lost opportunity for volume 

to be expanded through price reduction. Not only do potential consumers 

of the product have less inclination or opportunity to buy it, but invest

ment in expanding plant is not encouraged and fewer job opportunities are 

created.

This brings us to the debate as to whether continually rising 

prices are caused alone by an excess of demand fed by too lax fiscal and 

monetary policies, or whether prices rise on account of so-called ”cost 

push." The argument is reminiscent of that concerning the respective 

influence of heredity and environment upon human physique and personality. 

But for the current discussion, the analysis may be focussed upon those
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parts of the economy where inflation has done most damage* One is construc

tion where demand for housing has been stimulated by government financial 

help* the supply of labor has been restricted and local monopolies have 

flourished. Another is medicine where the quality of service has improved 

immensely* but where a scarcity of doctors has tended to push upward the 

cost of medical care despite a radical decrease in the hospital time needed 

per illness.

Although the analysis of most particular types of service is 

similarly complex* the overall situation is reflected in the mounting cost 

of services to the consumer. Whatever the mix of interacting causes—  

strong demand feeding a spiralling cost push— the result is a steady rise 

in the prices of services. And these represent more than a third of the 

consumer price index.

Why then do services go up in price so steadily that the line por

traying the index appears to have been drawn with a ruler? A partial expla

nation would seem to be that wage rate increases granted by industries that 

enjoy higher than average gains in productivity induce workers in other in

dustries to demand similar wage raises. Wage increases for direct workers 

in a factory are reflected not only in the office salaries of the same company* 

but in retail stores* hospitals* restaurants* garages* barber shops and other 

service establishments through the community. Despite the rapid growth in 

recent time of office equipment that substitutes electronic equipment for 

human beings, many of these service enterprises do not find it practical to 

mechanize. Nor can such firms prevent cost advances completely by laying off 

people* because many of them have to keep people in attendance whether they 

are busy continuously or not. A hospital will need to keep nurses within 

call* just as a department store will need to keep salesladies at certain 

Stations in case the public responds to its advertising. When a potential
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customer desires a frock or a book* she expects* in a first-class store* to 

find some one there to serve her; the pore extensive use of self-service is 

only a partial antidote to rising costs* The wage increase that a mechanized 

industry can perhaps absorb without raising the cost of its product cannot* 

if it is duplicated in a service firm* be similarly absorbed* And so the 

costs of such service firms rise and* in turn* their prices* The impact is 

reflected in the prices of haircuts* medical care* and automobile and home 

repair* and in college tuition fees*

Even though the quality of many services has been improving* the 

prices of services have been mounting so steadily over so many years as to 

push both the cost of living and the wage level upward« Between these two 

there is a positive connection when escalation formulae are included in wage 

contracts» Escalator clauses tend to make more certain the so-called wage- 

cost spiral by linking wage rates inflexibly to the consumer price index* It 

may be questioned whether in the long run they will be viewed as having been 

of benefit to labor» They introduce an uncontrollable factor at the bargain

ing table and militate against price flexibility*

These services of which I speak may be performed more efficiently 

than in the past* but how fast the improvement may be defies measurement*

Since 1953«? production (i0e0* blue collar factory) workers have declined by 

over one and one half million even though the gross amount of physical prod

uct has grown substantially* In contrast the number of public school 

teachers has increased greatly* as have their salaries* These and similar 

additions to other costs have raised taxes* a growing element in living 

costso But because of the impossibility of measuring the productivity of 

teachers and other government employees* the statistical measure of national 

product assumes it to be unchanged* Even though the quantitative measure

ment of educational* medical and other services eludes the statistician* their
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contribution to the long-run progress of the nation is such as to make them 

more and more in demand in their most up-to-date form even though at mount

ing prices* The prices of services do not appear to be curbed as yet by 

excess capacity and increased efficiency* as is the case with manufactured 

items*

Some Inferences

Economists generally agree that wage increases greater than im

provement in average productivity tend to have an inflationary impact* and 

to affect adversely our nation® s ability to sell its wares in the export 

markets of the world* Those export markets have no emotional ties* such as 

loyalty* that keep customers wedded for long to American suppliers because 

of past favors* Foreign customers are not interested in why an American firm 

fails to offer a better product at a lesser price than firms in other coun

tries may be offering,, Nor can sentiment for long hold a domestic customer 

who can get a better bargain elsewhere* It is time* therefore* to take stock 

of our wage setting and pricing policies to the end that the prices quoted 

may promote the export trade needed to finance our country’s obligations as 

a leader of the western world«. The problem is similar with respect to imports 

entering our own markets* It cannot be solved by raising tariff and other 

obstacles to free competition* Such devices do not cure the cost differen

tials that are the seat of our difficulties*

The essential point is that our exports must exceed our imports 

sufficiently to pay for our new investments abroad* plus the military ex

penditures and economic aid across the seas that our world leadership seems 

to entail* This means products of the right design and quality offered at 

the right terms and prices* Our country is rich in resources and in manage

ment know-how. But how much it can invest* spend and lend abroad depends 

basically upon how much more it exports than it imports* This means that 

our firms must be competitive in the world's market places* which are
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coldly realistic*

Nor is the problem one for private industry alone; government 

must help to provide* a non-inflationary climate through its monetary and 

fiscal policies* The world is constantly appraising our spending in rela

tion to our taxing* Since 1947, the Federal debt has increased from $257 

to $290 billion, and there have been some serious deficits since 1958*

State and local government debt has increased steadily. The increase in 

governmental debt is not as disturbing* in view of the growth of GNP and 

the national income* as the tendency for observers around the world to 

wonder if recurrent budget deficits signal difficulty ahead in maintain

ing the value of the dollar* especially if we do not have surpluses in boom 

years to match in size the deficits of lean ones*

Dr* Arthur F* Burns gave a prescription as to how to meet our 

economic challenge in his talk last May to the American Iron and Steel 

Institute?

m---- unless the government moves prudently in increasing the

money supply and its own rate of spending; unless trade union 

officials keep their demands for wage increases from exceeding 

improvements in general productivity; unless the government re« 

frains from passing laws that raise wages or prices; unless 

business firms and trade unions join in efforts to remove re

strictive labor practices and the featherbedding in which both 

executives and workers sometimes indulge; unless the government 

reforms our tax system in the interest of stimulating greater 

effort* more productive investment and higher efficiency; unless 

business men innovate vigorously and lower prices whenever pos

sible; unless these things are done and a liberal policy toward
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"imports is continued, we will not avoid new and successive rounds 

of inflation*"

The freedom to make private economic decisions is not only con

sistent with our system of economic and governmental organization; it is 

one of the basic human values that we prize* But freedom can be pre

served only so long as it is accompanied by wisdom and restraint. More

over, our freedom does not include freedom from the consequences of 

natural economic law* Each time we elect to spend, we must figure out 

how the bill will be paid* In homespun language, "There is no such thing 

as a free lunch." What government gives to some citizens* it must take 

from others# Unless productivity is thereby increased, a nation cannot 

spend more than it earns through production. The goods we enjoy have to 

be produced by someone's sweat and the capital we use must have come 

from someone's saving# Intemperate and unwise decisions could squander 

our resources, magnificent as they are# It would be tragic if inept fi

nancial husbandry were to injure a future that appears to be so rich in 

promise and in hope#
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